
Behavioural Neuroscience 
-! Biological bases of psychological processes (emotion, behaviour, thought, perception etc) 
 
Nervous System: 
-! Central Nervous System CNS: brain & spinal cord 
o! Brain* protected by: bone, meninges & blood brain barrier 
!! Meninges: protective sac layer made up of 3 layers between bone & nervous tissue 
•! Dura mater (thick), arachnoid membrane (spongy filled with cerebral spinal fluid) 

& pia mater (thin directly next to brain) 
!! Blood Brain Barrier: blood vessels supplying blood to CNS have special walls, 

restricting entry of chemicals into CNS 
•! Brain requires 15% total blood flow + 25% oxygen consumption 
•! Opiate drugs: morphine less potent as does not cross b-barrier vs. heroin which does 

o! Spinal Cord: cable of neural fibres with ‘roots’ branching off 
!! Interface b/w brain and PNS: directly connected to sensory, motor, autonomic nerves 

(spinal reflex – brain finds out what happens after spinal cord has reacted) 
-! Peripheral Nervous System 
o! Sensory nerves: input to CNS from sensory organs 
o! Motor nerves: output from CNS to muscles 
o! Autonomic nervous system: controls non-voluntary bodily functions i.e. digestion, heart 

rate, food pressure, sweating, pupil size, genitals (4 F’s – fight, flight, feeding & f**k) 
!! 2 branches: Sympathetic (prepare action) & Parasympathetic (rest & recuperation) 
o! Enteric nervous system: neurons in gut (2nd brain) – interacts with parasympathetic + 

sympathetic NS " controls digestion + senses physical / chemical conditions of gut  
 
*Brain anatomy= 2 hemispheres connected by corpus Callosum cables 
-! Ventricles: cavities in brain filled with cerebro-spinal fluid; sewerage system for CNS 
o! Large fluid system + alternative system for blood to move in and out of brain 

-! Subdivisions of the brain 
o! Brainstem: base of brain – controls life-supporting functions (connects spinal cord) 
o! Cerebellum: control precision movements 
o! Thalamus (sensory relay to cortex) + hypothalamus (hormonal regulation + motivation 

control) – near basal ganglia 
o! Limbic system: emotion + memory (wraps around thalamus) 
o! Basal Ganglia: action & thought / decision making (wraps around thalamus) –Parkinson 
o! Neocortex: sheet covering brain (wrinkly) – 6 layers + cm thick + folds on itself 
o! 4 Lobes 
!! frontal: planning & executive functions; motor control 
!! parietal: space + how to move in it; touch 
!! temporal: memory & language; hearing, 

taste & smell within 
!! occipital: vision 



Anatomy & Physiology of Neurons 
-! 1 direct transmission + covered in lipid membrane 
-! Action Potential – spike on and off many times a second (binary – on or off) 
o! Resting state = Negatively charged (polarised) 
o! Positively charged (depolarised) 
o! Note: hyperpolarisation – after AP prevents it form moving back onto itself 
o! Propagation of AP: localised to small segment of membrane and spreads along it 
o! Myelin covers axon in sheets " prevents depolarisation overall and can only occur at 

gaps b/w myelin sheath 
-! Sophistication of the brain function due to: 
o! High speed of information transmission 
o! Enormous number of neurons 
o! Complexity of connections between neurons (circularity) 

-! Neurons form small junctions called synapses 
o! Neurotransmitters (NT) released into synapse from terminal of 1st neuron – binding of 

NT to receptor causes changes in 2nd neuron 
o! NT can be excitatory (promote AP in 2nd neuron) or inhibitory (block AP) 
o! Neuropharmacology: drugs affect function of neurons by mimicking or blocking NT’s 

 
How we study the brain 
-! Study Brain lesions – in rats destroying certain areas of hippocampus + stroke patients 
-! Transcranial magnetic Stimulation TMS: magnetic pulse next to skull to induce a 

magnetic field " small electrical current which depolarises neurons + can provoke AP 
o! Used to momentarily disrupt functions of neurons 

-! Single-cell recording / electrical stimulation / microinjection of drugs 
-! Imaging: EEG, PET, fMRI, MEG = measure brain areas becoming active 
o! Correlation b/w brain activity and psychological function 
o! EEG: where cap with electrode plates (temporal resolution but poor spatial resolution) 
o! PET: measure blood flow by injecting radioactively-labelled oxygen (good spatial 

resolution but poor temporal resolution) 
o! MRI: static images of brain + scanner measures where hydrogen ions are " fMRI: 

magnetic signature fro oxygen 
o! MEG: best method as fields emitted from brain are picked up + view 3D space (good 

spatial resolution, temporal & non-invasive but expensive + non interruption enviro) 
!
Sleep & Wakefulness 
o! Noradrenaline neurons in Locus Coeruleus, Serotonin neurons in Raphe nuclei & 

Acetylcholine neurons in Pons responsible for arousal (all within brain stem) 
!! Disconnecting forebrain from brain steam causes continuous sleep 
!! Electrical stimulation of these neurons will cause consciousness 
o! Preoptic area (anterior hypothalamus) – destruction causes insomnia  
o! Falling asleep = ‘slow wave sleep’ as cycles of activity rhythmic pattern synchronise  
!! Synchronisation of slow waves controlled by thalamus sending messages to cortex 
o! REM sleep – brain enters desynchronised moment; eyes move under eyelid + dreaming 

Motivation (feeding & reward) 
o! Hypothalamus – lateral (release insulin, regulate attention + taste – destruction = reduce 

eating) & ventromedial (more gut motility + excessive insulin destruction = overeating) 
o! Paraventricular Nucleus of Hypothalamus – regulates satiety (eat bigger meals) 
o! Neural mechanism of Reward: medial forebrain bundle (MFB) " high motivation + 

dopamine axons in mfb contributes to rewarding effect of electrical stimulation 



Language 
-! Hemispheric Lateralisation: body + sensors split b/w two cerebral hemispheres (right 

receives info + controls from left and vice versa) 
o! Hemisphere dominance – hand-preference; most of us left hemisphere controls speech 

-! Broca’s Area: lower posterior region of left frontal lobe " damage causes difficulty 
speaking but can understand speech (tan patient) 

o! About producing language not motor problem (can sing not speak or draw not write) 
-! Wernicke’s Area: posterior region of left temporal lobe – problem with comprehension of 

speech + produce fluent meaningless speech / cannot read 
 
Learning & memory 
"! Split Brain – disconnecting left/right cortex – 2 brains were independent conscious 

experiences " Sperry found patient can’t see object on left hand but can  on right 
o! Right brain better at interpreting emotional content in speech (sarcasm) + emotions in 

general (facial expressions) 
"! Hippocampus – not where memories are stored but play role in creating long-term 

memories but can retain new information in short-term memory (HM case study) 
o! Hippocampal amnesia: deficit specific to declarative learning + memory (show 

normal procedural learning but can’t recall doing the task before) 
!! Causing amnesia: Wernicke-Korsakoff Syndrome " Korsakoff Psychosis 
o! Alzheimer diseases: progressive + new information not remembered + distant 

memory forgotten " factual knowledge " procedural skills + abnormal neural 
tissue present in brain 

!


